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Our Company’s Task Work Philosophy

At your ServiceProfessional Ethics

Search archiving and classification 
solutions to our customers, 
offering leading products in 
quality and reliability at the most 
competitive price and with the 
shortest possible delivery time.

With you day by day
Manufacturing since 1975

Our company is characterized by 
teamwork, being a fundamental 
aspect the collaboration and 
cooperation between each one of 
them, for the correct functioning 
in the day to day.

Archivo 2000 has a staff of highly 
qualified people who constitute 
a valuable human capital, key 
in the high process of growth 
and expansion that has been 
experienced in recent years.

Our code of ethics is mainly 
characterized by our commitment 
to our staff, customers and 
suppliers. We provide added value 
to our customers and satisfy their 
needs in a socially responsible way.

Manufacture all our products covering the entire process from the design of the mold 
to the manufacture and distribution in the market, allows us to react very quickly to 
the major changes that the market demands today.
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Our line of solid, 
light-weight and 
functional binders of 
great capacity.

Binders manufactured 
with painted steel 

spine provided with 
interchangeable 
identification tab  

with label measuring 
54 x 64 mm and 

thumb hole.

Ardos

Its exclusive mechanism with a 3 position fastening system permits consulting or photocopying the 
documents without having to remove them.

Apart from the standard models, the Ardos binder can be manufactured in any size or colour, with a 
simple or double spine and equipped with handles (briefcase).

The Ardos binder with double-spine of 120 mm has capacity to hold up to 1000 pages or 500 classifying 
punched pockets. 

The handles can be fixed to the spine, as well as to the covers, making its handling and carrying very easy.

Perfect item to use as a sample catalogue with a great number of references.

Covers can be personalized using serigraphic and thermo-printing techniques.

THE COVERS ARE OF HIGH-QUALITY 
CARDBOARD WITH PROTECTIVE BOUND 

EDGES INJECTED IN PLASTIC.
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The quality of its manufacture 
guarantees that your documents will 
remain safe from breakages, falls and 
humidity making it the “Rolls Royce” of 
the filing cabinets.

“

3 POSITION FASTENING SYSTEM

ARDOS 
MECHANISM

POSITION 1: 
OPENED MECHANISM

POSITION 2: 
SEMI-OPENED MECHANISM

POSITION 3: 
CLOSED MECHANISM

In addition to the standard models, the 
Ardos binder can be manufactured 
in any size or colour, with single or 
double spine and handles (suitcases). 

Customizable covers through screen 
printing, tampography or thermo 
printing.

The Ardos binder can be made to 
order with any of the mechanisms 
detailed below.

External measurements: depth x width x height

100% Customizable

MODEL RING SPACINGRINGS EXTERNAL MEASUREMENTS

 304 2 D-rings 80 mm 280 x 60 x 315 mm

 314 8 O-rings Data: 12 x 64 x 12 x 64 x 12 x 64 x 12 mm 280 x 60 x 315 mm

 324 4 O-rings European: 20 x 80 x 20 mm 280 x 60 x 315 mm

 325 4 O-rings European: 20 x 80 x 20 mm 200 x 60 x 230 mm

 364L 8 O-rings Data: 12 x 64 x 12 x 64 x 12 x 64 x 12 mm 495 x 60 x 315 mm

 364M 8 O-rings Data: 12 x 64 x 12 x 64 x 12 x 64 x 12 mm 425 x 60 x 315 mm

 374 4 O-rings Swedish: 21 x 70 x 21 mm 280 x 60 x 315 mm

 384AP 4 D-rings 80 x 80 x 80 mm 280 x 60 x 315 mm

 384AP-2L 4 D-rings per spine 80 x 80 x 80 mm 270 x 120 x 315 mm

 384AR 4 O-rings 80 x 80 x 80 mm 280 x 60 x 315 mm

 464MF 3 D-rings American: 108 x 108 mm 270 x 60 x 290 mm

 384AP CA5 4 D-rings 80 x 80 x 80 mm 320 x 60 x 315 mm
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Simple 
opening 

with pressure 
system

The Bucca binder can be manufactured 
with special covers, in any size or colour and 
printed using serigraphic or thermo-printing 
techniques.

Transport boxes that can be joined together 
thanks to their practical anchors, building an 
accessible shelf.

CUSTOMIZABLE

Binders of great 
capacity occupying 

33% less space

They are manufactured with polypropylene spine, the covers can be made with 
durable cardboard reinforced with plastic injected edges or totally made in 
plastic.

Its exclusive mechanism with a 3 position fastening system permits consulting or 
photocopying the documents without having to remove them.

Simple opening with pressure system of the lever down. It is available with 2 or 4 
rings and 40 or 60 mm spine.

Binders available in DIN-A4 format 
with identification tab holder on 

spine that includes interchangeable 
label measuring 43 x 96 mm

Bucca

100%
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Available in Din-A4 format with 
identification tab holder on spine, 
which includes interchangeable label 
42 x 92 mm and with thumbhole.

Archirrado
Plastic binder Rado System 
for DIN-A4 formats

Lever mechanism 
with 80 mm ring 
spacing (2 rings) 
with compressor 
bar that permits 
the removal of all 
the documents at 
once to be placed 
in filing boxes.

8 TRANSLUCENT COLOURS
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Modular system for perfect 
stacking with simply placing 
one module over another.  
5 drawers with safety stop and 
with smooth sliding.
Valid for A4, Folio and  
sub-folders formats.

ArchivoTec
SERIE 4000

5 TRANSLUCENT COLOURS

9 OPAQUE COLOURS

5 drawers 
with safety 
stop and 
with smooth 
sliding.

Archivotec modular system is 
the perfect complement for 
any workplace, adapting to 
the needs of each user.

“
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MOBILE TROLLEYS

Drawer Module Unit ideal for 
A4 format and for documents 
measuring up to 270 x 325 mm, 
with an organizing tray at the 
top and easily stackable by 
placing one over another.

ArchivoTec
SERIE 6000

Modular 
drawer 

unit with 
organizing 

trays

Modular System with stackable drawers and with safety stop to avoid falling out when opening.

Smooth sliding. Specially designed drawers for easy retrieval of documents.

Units are easily stackable and secured by placing one over another.

Wheels can be incorporated to turn into office trolleys without having to add any additional 
platform. The top part of unit comes with an organizing tray.

They are available with 3 or 6 drawers, in opaque and translucent colours.
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Modular organization system designed to provide 
a complete storage service for all types of 
information and documentation.

ArchiSystem

Visit our video and 
discover the Archisystem
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Assembling the modules together 
using clips (included) allows the 
building of all kinds of structures, 
dressing your office with a 
sophisticated and ordered touch.

Union without 
limits

Hanging Binder Keeper 
REF. 8301C

Hollow space 
REF. 8100H

Metallic bases with 4 wheels with brake 
system
Small REF. 8200CR
Big REF. 8300CR

With 3 vertical dividers  
REF. 8103EV

With drawers 
3 drawers REF. 8403C 
5 drawers REF. 8405C
6 drawers REF. 8206C 
9 drawers REF. 8409C
11 drawers REF. 8211C

With trays 
3 trays REF. 8403B 
5 trays REF. 8405B
6 trays REF. 8206B 
9 trays REF. 8409B
11 trays REF. 8211B1

1 2

6

2

3 4

5

3 5

4

6

Horizontal or vertical union 
with clips
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Model 6500 is ideal for placing over dual 
models: over the Standard Model (6522), as 
well as over the Jumbo Model (6622), forming 
a perfect combination for fast and easy 
classifying of documents.

Visit our video and 
discover the Archivodoc

Perfect for placing 
on shelf units 

or inside office 
cupboards

Drawers with 
interchangeable 

front panels!

Its modular structure permits you to obtain different heights, as well as horizontal 
and vertical buildings, by means of using additional accessories.

Large or small drawers, with interchangeable fronts can be incorporated. 

In the hollow standard space either two small drawers or one big drawer can be 
inserted.

In the hollow jumbo-sized space four small drawers or two large drawers can be 
inserted.

You can choose between 10 colours and 
combine them to your liking.

Ideal modular structure for separating 
and classifying documents and mail, 
valid for DIN-A4, DIN-A3 formats and 

envelopes up to format C4. Includes 
identification tab holders.

ArchivoDoc
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ARCHIVODOC DUO

REF. 6522

REF. 6521

REF. 6621
ArchivoDoc

Duo

ArchivoDoc
Trio

ArchivoDoc
DIN A3

Structure formed by 2 holes in the base.

The standard enlargements extend in 2 holes of 58 mm 
high.

The Jumbo enlargements extend in 2 holes of 115 mm high.

Structure formed by 3 holes in the base.

The standard enlargements extend in 3 holes of 58 mm high.

The Jumbo enlargements extend in 3 holes of 115 mm high.

Additional DIN A3 Standard or Jumbo Modules, that 
include 1-hollow space for DIN A3 format.

They include identification card holders and a junction 
wall for horizontal growth.

ARCHIVODOC TRIO
Envelope divider included

REF. 6533

REF. 6531

REF. 6631
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Ergonomic Office Chairs that combine 
design and elegance.

Chairs
with permanent contact 
mechanisms

Height adjustable seat. The backrest of the chair moves 
back and forward to adapt to your back. Recommended 
for frequent use (3 to 6 hours a day).

Permanent contact mechanism

Height adjustable seat. Backrest and seat move together 
maintaining the position of the central axis, which permits 
the user to experiment a smooth swaying movement. 
Recommended for intensive use (3 up to 8 hours a day).

Vivoting Comfort

METALLIC BASE

METALLIC BASE

METALLIC BASE
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Executive Office chairs that help you 
obtain the perfect work environment 
combining both design and elegance.

Chairs with tension regulation that 
allows adjusting the inclination of the 
seat accompanying the inclination 
of the backrest.  Recommended for 
intensive use (8 hours a day).

Chairs

Chairs

with vivoting mechanisms

with synchronized 
mechanism
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Modular organizer 
ideal for cabinets, 

shelves and 
drawers

Its innovative clip system permits joining them together vertically as well as 
horizontally without falling.

There exist 8 different possibilities of classification: hollow spaces, with vertical or 
horizontal dividers or with different combinations of drawer arrangements. Each 
model includes 2 fastening plastic clips.

Removable drawers that can be opened independently.

Modular organisers injected in 
high quality transparent and 

bright polystyrene.

Archicubo

Ideal for organizing and 
classifying all types of 

small-sized material in the 
interior of filing cabinets,  

shelves or drawers

Plastic 
fastening clips 
to form firm 
structures

BEFORE

AFTER
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Coat racks with steel structure and high quality finishes.

Ergonomic footrests with high resistance and surface with massage 
effect.

Coin holder trays manufactured in high resistance injected plastic.

Coin holder boxes with handle and safety lock with two keys.

Floor standing and hanging umbrella 
holders and ashtrays very resistant to 
bumps and scratches and cleaning products.

Easy to clean. Perfect for all types of offices, 
commercial spaces and department stores. 
They are made of plastic so they do not 
suffer from the oxidation process

Archivo 2000 offers a wide selection of 
furniture and accessories that combine 
perfectly in any office.

Office Furniture
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Adjustable to different 
paper sizes: DIN-A4 

(vertical and horizontal), 
1/3 DIN-A4 vertical, 

DIN-A5 and 210 x 210 mm

Display cases in high quality injected transparent polystyrene.

Interior measurements of compartments: DIN-A4 in vertical: 27 x 234 x 300 mm, 
DIN-A4 in horizontal: 27 x 324 x 210 mm

Display cases in high quality injected 
transparent polystyrene.

Attractive presentation and easy 
location of content.

ArchiPlay

WITH DIVIDERS

Vertical or horizontal DIN A4 
models with up to 10 dividers 
and 5 compartments. 
Available in 2 transparent 
colours.
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Adaptable to different 
sizes of paper thanks to 

its mobile dividers.

They are completely assembled and easily fixed to the wall (they are supplied with screws and plugs).

The set overflows from the wall 150 mm in the vertical models and 115 mm in the vertical ones.

Create your own Archiplay mural format DIN A4 vertical or horizontal by combining the individual pieces!

Build a custom Archiplay
It is possible to assemble a custom Wall Archiplay for DIN A4 formats, both vertically and horizontally, by purchasing the 

loose parts in any of the 2 available colours (transparent or blue).

Example for the building of a horizontal Archiplay of 5 
compartments. You will need:

- 1 wall tray Ref. 6100 MH TP

- 4 intermediate trays Ref. 6100 BH TP

- 1 front cover Ref. 6100 TH TP

Example for the building of a vertical Archiplay of 5 
compartments. You will need:

- 1 wall tray Ref. 6100 MV TP

- 4 intermediate trays Ref. 6100 BV TP

- 1 front cover Ref. 6100 TV TP

REF. 6100 MH TP REF. 6100 MV TP

REF. 6100 BH TP REF. 6100 BV TP

REF. 6100 TH TP REF. 6100 TV TP

HORIZONTAL ARCHIPLAY BUILDING VERTICAL ARCHIPLAY BUILDING

SCREWS AND PLUGS INCLUDED
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A large line of high quality and 
durable display cases, 100% Spanish 
manufacturing.

Display Cases

Wide range of displays in different sizes and formats: 
countertop T-shaped or L-shaped sign holders, 
nameholders, cardholders, multi-sided and brochure holders, 
all of them with great quality and hight brightness.

Wall-mounted sign holder displays with adhesive, that allows 
to be fixed to any smooth surface. They come in different 
sizes, both in vertical and horizontal format.

The adhesive avoids having to perforate the surface where 
the wall sign is to be fixed.
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Several models made of  
high-strength plastic are 
available for documents in DIN 
A4 and folio format.

Customizing 
trays and 

manufacturing 
according to your 

needs

Stackable 
Trays

The Archivo 2000 Trays permit you to organize your documents with colour and style.

Slot on front for easy access.

The Archivo 2000 wide range of stackable trays can be printed with your company logo by 
screen printing or tampography.

It is also possible to manufacture any tray model in special colours.

SET OF 3 TRAYS

OPAQUE COLOURS

POSSIBILITY OF USING RISER RODS

NEW AND FUN 
COLOURS “LUME”

The manufacturing of trays has 
formed part of our production from 
the very beginning of our company’s 
activity, as far as 40 years back.“
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Several models of filing boxes, 
with or without identification 
card on the spine, that combine 
perfectly with the rest of 
the items you need for your 
desktop. 
They can be manufactured in 
special colours or customized 
with screen printing or 
tampography.

Filing boxes

The thumb hole on spine makes 
handling easy.
Some models have identification 
tab holder on spine.

Several models manufactured in 
great quality and high brightness 
polypropylene or polystyrene, 
resistant to bumps and scratches.

Plastic
Waste Paper Bins

OPTIONAL RING
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Possibility of manufacturing in special colours or 
customization through screen printing or tampography.
The polypropylene models are flexible and ideal for 
schools.

VERY RESISTANT 
PLASTIC BINS

DESKTOP IS ALWAYS ORDERLY

Wide range of products formed 
by small accessories that will help 
you organize your desk in an 
efficient and original way.

Office
Accessories

A solution to 
every need

These products coordinate perfectly with the rest of our products, such as trays, binder boxes 
and bins.

Provide your office a different and organized aspect that helps you in your day to day.

It is possible to customize the different complements with special colours or personalization, 
according to the needs of the customer.

RECYCLING BINS WITH 2 
SELECTIVE CONTAINERS
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